
+49 (0)40 468 992 48
Mo-Fr. 10:00h to 19.00h

3 days offroad training & tour in Portugal (M-ID: 4667)
https://www.motourismo.com/en/listings/4667-3-days-offroad-training-and-tour-in-portugal

from €595.00
Dates and duration (days)
On request
3 days
12/09/2023 - 12/11/2023 3 days
01/20/2024 - 01/22/2024 3 days
02/17/2024 - 02/19/2024 3 days
03/23/2024 - 03/25/2024 3 days
04/20/2024 - 04/22/2024 3 days
05/18/2024 - 05/20/2024 3 days
06/22/2024 - 06/24/2024 3 days
07/20/2024 - 07/22/2024 3 days

Explore Portugal's stunning backcountry trails around Lisbon, improve your off-road skills - or start
here as an off-road beginner. Fantastic trails and traditional local cuisine - you won't want to leave.

3-day training and adventure tour
Portugal is one of the most Enduro friendly countries in the
world. Blue skies, sunny days, and thousands of dirt roads
crisscrossing this peaceful country in all directions.... and
the food? The food is better than good! Together with our
resident trainer and guide, enjoy a 3-day adventure
designed for anyone who wants to improve their off-road
skills and apply them on Portugal's many trails.

Day 1: Training (approx. 60 km)
After all participants are briefed and equipped, we will ride
over very easy off-road trails to a nearby forest where we
will spend the rest of the day learning the most important
off-road basics you will need for the upcoming adventure.
We can't give you all the details here, but we can give you
an idea of what you will learn:

- Tricks for maneuvering the motorcycle in tricky situations.
- Body positioning and traction theory
- Slow turns and techniques for avoiding obstacles.
- Clutch and balance exercises
- Emergency braking
- Powerslides and elephant turns

At the end of the day we will ride back to the hotel together
for dinner to end the day.

Day 2: The adventure begins! (150 - 200 km)
We head west towards the Serra de Aire mountain range
along one of our favorite trails. Staying true to the training
theme of this tour, we will stop from time to time to learn
new techniques or how to overcome certain obstacles.
After a short stop at the 800 year old salt mine of Rio Maior,
we will ride high up the mountain, along wind farm trails
with amazing views, and continue on the other side
towards the ocean. Depending on the season, we can go to

Peniche and S.Martinho or to Nazaré, beautiful and famous
coastal towns known for their surf scene and relaxed
atmosphere. At the end of the day we will go back over the
mountains to the starting point of Santarém.

Day 3: We bet you're hungry for more now (150 - 200 km)
Today we head east, to the wide plains of the Alentejo,
where the tracks are fast and open... , at least some of
them. Our journey takes us to great places like the bucolic
river town of Constância and to the epic Almourol Castle,
built on a tiny island, in the middle of the Tagus River. We
end the day around 5pm in Santarém, return the bikes to
the parking lot and organize the necessary transfers to take
everyone to their next destinations.

This is our basic package for a long weekend of training
and riding. For those who want to extend their experience in
Portugal, we suggest a few extra days with us. There are so
many routes that lead to so many great places that we just
want to share them with you! You can easily add extra days
during the booking process.
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Countries Portugal

Category Motorcycle Tour and Training

Terrain Offroad

Vehicle your own motorcycle

motorcycle rent optional

Tourguide / Coach yes (guided)

Accommodation Hotel / B&B or similar

Flight to / from no, not incl.

Ferry no, not incl.

Bus to / from no, not incl.

Support vehicle (luggage/service) optional

Level of difficulty easy

medium

Customer payment protection yes

Special Winter escape

* PRICING Minimal without optional extras, see pricing

Pricing

per rider in a double room (only available when booking with own room partner. As a
person participating alone, please additionally choose the single room).

€595.00

Single room (surcharge) €60.00

Rental motorcycle (Honda CRF 300 L) €255.00

Protective equipment €60.00

Transfer from/to Lisbon €60.00

Included

- 1 day training with our experienced trainer

- 2 days guided offroad tour in Portugal

- Travel from and to Santarém train station

- 2 nights in hotel (double room with double occupancy)

- Experienced guide and mechanic

Not included

- Everything that is not specified under services
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- Dual sport motorcycle (can be rented)

- Gasoline

- Flights to and from Portugal

- Food and drinks

- Protective equipment (can be rented)

- Additional activities

- Personal expenses

More details

For your most comfortable arrival and departure you have the possibility to rent one of our Honda CRF300L
Dual-Sport Enduros, which are in perfect condition, for a small rental fee. Please note the extras when booking,
there you will also find the different prices.  If you prefer to bring your own bike instead, visit our FAQ section to
make sure your enduro meets all the requirements for this tour.

For your own safety, you must always wear a helmet, knee and elbow pads, chest protector, gloves, motorcycle
jacket or jersey, goggles and sturdy enduro or motocross boots during our enduro tours. For this you can bring
your own protective equipment or borrow it from us for a small extra charge.

We will be happy to organize this tour on your desired date. The best time to travel to Portugal is between
September and June.

In accordance with §651r of the German Civil Code (BGB), you will receive a travel price confirmation
certificate from us immediately after completing your reservation, which secures the travel price paid by you in
the event of our insolvency.

The minimum number of participants for this tour is one person.
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